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ABSTRACT
The subject addressed in this paper is the installation of
single core power cables for temporary or semi-permanent
connections in electrical grids. These connections are used
more and more by (mainly) TSOs and DSOs worldwide
during maintenance or repair work (e.g. after a power
outage)
In many cases the above cables are not installed
appropriately. By carrying out a study on the subject as
well as by questioning the parties involved more
information about relevant aspects was gathered prior to
the development of an all new purpose designed cable
block: the ’temporary site cleat’.

INTRODUCTION
When it comes to the installation of single core power
cables for temporary or semi-permanent connections in
electrical grids various methods are being used.
Depending on the situation the cables can, for example, be
laid on the ground, in the ground or in an embankment,
installed on a ladder or hooked up on a wall.
Whichever method is used the safety in case of a short-
circuit must always be guaranteed. Additional measures
are required when cables are placed on the ground or
above.
The focus in this paper lies on the current practice and
possible issues that go with the latter method (installation
of the cables on or above the ground) followed by the
introduction of a means to deal with those possible issues:
the temporary site cleat.

TEMPORARY INSTALLATION OF SINGLE
CORE POWER CABLES
Current practice
The question is whether single core power cables for
temporary or semi-permanent connections in electrical
grids are usually installed correctly and SAFELY. In many
cases the answer to this question is negative.
Due to the character of the above-mentioned connections
and/or the urgency of the installation work involved the
applicable standards and regulations are often not or only
partially met.

It should also be noted that during installation easily
obtainable but less suitable materials like (universal)
single cable cleats together with pine beams (see Fig. 1)
are frequently used.

Fig. 1: Cable securing with single cleats & pine beam

Moreover …

a) Is a pine beam in the above configuration short-
circuit proof (even at the highest possible short-
circuit currents)? see:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6B4Zm5Ie8U

b) Do the fixings offer sufficient support in order to
prevent the cables from being damaged (especially
during a short-circuit)?

c) Will a short installation time be feasible at all (with
so many loose components)?

d) Can an optimum spacing of the cables be ensured
(beam by beam)?

e) To what extend is the installation method sustainable
(with limited or no reuse of materials)?

Discussion
@ a):
In order to answer this question some insight into the
electromagnetic forces (both magnitude and direction) on
the conductors during a short circuit is helpful.
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To calculate the magnitude of the short-circuit forces on
the conductors of three single core cables in flat formation
[1-3] the following formulas are applicable:

It appears that the forces on the outer conductors and the
middle conductor are not exactly the same (due to the
different relative positions of the cables to one another).
The calculation example below for three single core power
cables in flat formation shows that the short-circuit forces
should not be underestimated:

maximal short-circuit current:
isc = 40 kA rms 1 s => ip = κ∙√2∙isc = 1,8∙√2∙40 = 102 kA

centre to centre conductor distance: d = 120 mm = 0,12 m

To determine the direction of the short-circuit forces on the
conductors the theory of the Lorentz force comes into play.
It explains that this direction depends on the sign of the
current flow through the conductors: currents in same
directions attract whereas currents in opposite directions
repel. For a 3 phase short-circuit Fig. 2 describes the
direction of the short-circuit forces on the conductors:
perpendicular to and in the plane of the cables; the
interaction between any two phase conductors at various
instants is given below the current-time graph.

maximal force on outer conductors: Fco = = = 14 kN/m

Fig. 2: Direction of the short-circuit forces on the conductors during a 3 phase short-circuit
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Although the forces are oscillating the cables will only
follow the first impulse caused by the peak value of their
respective short-circuit currents. The inertia of the cables
(easily 5 kg/m or more) simply prevents them from being
swapped around with a relative high frequency.

@ b):
When single cable cleats are used it concerns mostly a
universal type for fixing various cables of different
diameters (see Fig. 2). However, for single core cables the
support of this type of cleat is not perfect.

Fig. 2: Single cable cleat / universal type

For a three-phase connection based on single core cables
in flat formation the universal single cable cleat is less
suitable due to the limited side support in the case of a
short-circuit (as can be seen in Fig. 2). This will lead to
high mechanical stress on the cable which may result in
possible damage. In particular EPR rubber insulated cables
are at risk although damage to cables with XLPE insulation
cannot be ruled out either [4].
A universal single cable cleat is ’range taking’ and
therefore designed to secure a range of cables with various
diameters. In order to cope with this range the ’two-bow
principle’ is used: the cable is clamped between two
(circular) curved surfaces with a diameter equal to the
largest diameter of the range.
For multicore cables a ’2-bow cable cleat’ has proven
adequate (as long as the applied clamping force does not
become too high in order to avoid excessive surface
pressures). This is due to the fact that possible three-phase
short-circuit forces are absorbed within the cables
themselves.
The latter does not apply to single core cables however. In
case of three single core cables in flat formation according
to Fig. 1 a possible short-circuit will result in short-circuit
forces on the conductors perpendicular to and in the plane
of the cables as discussed above. These forces are best
dealt with through cable cleats which offer maximum
support in the same direction (see Fig. 3).
In order to calculate the ’beam spacing’ (and hence the
number of beams for a given length of cable) the maximum
allowable surface pressure on the insulation - via
projection of a conductor in the direction of its
corresponding (peak) short-circuit force - is normally one
of the determining factors (although often overlooked).

Fig. 3: Cable cleat with maximum support

@ c):
To realize the configuration according to Fig. 1 some 20
parts are needed (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Single cleats, pine beam & fixing material

@ d):
When workers are under stress of e.g. a power outage it is
difficult to maintain the optimum spacing beam after beam
(see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Optimum spacing of single core cables in free air

Dg = conductor diameter

F = (peak) short-circuit force

B = width of the cable cleat
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@ e):
With limited or no reuse of materials - as is often the case
with temporary connections - the installation of single core
cables on pine beams is not very sustainable.

DEVELOPING A NEW SOLUTION
Study
By carrying out a study on the subject as well as by
questioning the parties involved more information about
relevant aspects was gathered. The outcome of this study
served as the basis for further development (see Table 1).
After several prototypes a full-scale demo was built and
successfully tested in cooperation with one of the leading
Dutch DSOs.

New solution
Finally an all-new purpose designed cable block will be
introduced:

the temporary site cleat …

CONCLUSIONS
In many cases single core power cables for temporary or
semi-permanent connections in electrical grids are not
installed appropriately. Especially on and above the
ground additional measures are required for the cables to
be installed correctly and SAFELY. Easily obtainable but
less suitable materials like (universal) single cable cleats
together with pine beams are to be avoided. Without solid
evidence to rule out the risk of the cables breaking loose
or being damaged during a short-circuit and to be on the
conservative side, utilities might consider the following
adaptation of their standard practice as: (a) whether to
include a list of suitable materials for these specific
connections and (b) whether to include additional
requirements for the way the cables should be installed
(e.g. with regard to being short-circuit proof and the
maximum cleat spacing) to cover for the above risks. The
temporary site cleat will certainly contribute to the latter.
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Table 1: What makes a good cable cleat?
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